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INT. INSIDE A HOUSE - MORNING

A letter is seen coming through the letter box and falling

to the ground. A young woman runs down the stairs and

picks up the letter excitedly. She opens the letter to

find a valentine’s card. She opens the card, the music

starts and the card transforms into the following scene.

EXT. A COUNTRYSIDE LANDSCAPE - DAY - SPRINGTIME

There are fields and trees with blossom, flowers and a

stream. A young couple are seen running hand in hand and

laughing, rolling on the grass and kissing during the

following verse.

SINGER

Fresh like the SPRING, beautiful

thing;

Sweet as the blossom’s aroma;

Pretty as a flower, precious each

hour when I lay by your side.

EXT. A SUNNY DAY IN A FIELD OF WHEAT - DAY - SUMMER

The couple is seen running through a field of wheat and

then lying together in the field kissing.

SINGER

The SUMMER sun shines in your

eyes,

Your hair’s like golden harvest

corn.

You lift me higher than the

skies;

Thank God that you were born.

EXT. A COUNTRY ROAD IN THE RAIN - DAY

The couple are seen enjoying the rain and kissing. The sun

starts to shine and a rainbow appears.

SINGER

The seasons come and then

they go;

The sun shines through the rain;

But all my life one thing I know;

Our love remains the same.

EXT. A FOREST - DAY - AUTUMN

The couple walk in a forest where you can see the Autumn

leaves and they walk arm in arm on a windy day.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 2.

SINGER

Like AUTUMN leaves, beautiful

sight;

Your beauty far exceeds them all;

On windy days I’ll hold you

tight;

Protect you lest you fall.

EXT. A SNOW LANDSCAPE - DAY - WINTER

We see the couple having a snowball fight. The man

pretends to be hurt but then grabs the girl and kisses

her.

SINGER

Like WINTER snow, pure and white;

Fairer than the sky at dawn.

INT. A LIVING ROOM - NIGHT - WINTER

The couple are sitting on a sofa in front of an open fire

embracing and kissing.

SINGER

And through each cold and darkest

night

Our love will keep us warm.

The seasons come and then they

go;

The sun shines through the rain;

But all my life one thing I know;

Our love remains the same.

But all my life one thing I know;

Our love remains the same.

FINISH BY ZOOMING IN TO THE KISS


